Making medical matches

On Friday, March 16—Match Day—64 fourth-year medical students found out where they will be taking the next step in their training. This summer, those students will spread across the country to locations far (nine students will be moving to California) and near (six will spend next year at DHMC). But first they gathered together to celebrate their accomplishment.

Robert Holmes and his family watch the festivities. Holmes is among the students who will train at DHMC.

Reza Kordestani (right) is well prepared for his residency at the University of Texas Southwestern. He is congratulated here by Susan Harper, M.D., the assistant dean of medical education, and by Dean Wiley "Chip" Souba, M.D., Sc.D., M.B.A.

Caitlin Conant and Purak Parikh are both headed to Philadelphia—Conant to the University of Pennsylvania and Parikh to Albert Einstein Medical Center.

Fourth-year student and Match participant Scott Wiener (left) talks with M.D.-Ph.D. student Christopher Audu.